16 MILES OF SMART ROAD ON I-90
Technology for a safer, more efficient 21st century roadway

The Flex Lane is the left inside shoulder of the roadway and can be used in an emergency like any other shoulder. The signs over the road will display a red “X” when the lane is closed. A diagonal or downward yellow arrow will indicate that vehicles need to change lanes or to drive with caution. If the road is clear, the signs positioned over each lane will remain blank.

Pace buses will travel in the Flex Lane in times of congestion to provide reliable transit service. When the bus is in the Flex Lane the signs will say *Pace Bus Only*. All Pace buses in the Flex Lane will be safely directed around an emergency in coordination with our traffic operations center.

SmartRoad over-the-road signs are installed every half mile between Barrington Road and the Kennedy Expressway on the Jane Addams Memorial Tollway (I-90).

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT ILLINOISTOLLWAY.COM